
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Name:     Class:  
 
Below are a set of daily challenges for you to do at home. Try each activity during the day and then record your personal 
best score in the Score Box at the end of the day. Is your first attempt the best or your last attempt? 
 

CHALLENGES ACTIVITY SCORE 

Monday 8th 
February 

Sock Snap 

Place a range of socks on the floor/table (10 pairs) – try and get 
different colours or patterns as just plain black socks will make this 
game pretty easy!! Place the individual socks randomly on the 
floor/table. On the call of go, try to match up the socks as fast as 
you can! How many can you do in 30 seconds?  

 

Tuesday 9th 
February    

Shoe Balance 

 

 
Place a shoe on the sole of your foot. Keep the leg up in the air. 
Can you do a full turn while keeping the shoe balanced on your 
foot? 
Below is a link that will demonstrate the challenge: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RWSwo1FziM 
Can you try the other foot? 
 

 

Wednesday 10th 
February    

Spotty Dogs 

Standing straight and facing forward, jump up and land with one leg and arm 
forward, jump again to change over (opposite leg and arm 
forward). 

Can you do it with one leg and the opposite arm forward?  

How many Spotty Dogs can you do in one minute? 

 

Thursday 11th 
February      

Carter’s Cones 

 

 

 

 

This activity can be played alone or with 3 people.  You will need a collection of 
coloured objects. 

With 3 people – 2 players and  1 caller. Place a row of different coloured objects 
between the 2 players. The caller will say the name of a body part followed by a 
colour. The 2 players need to touch the body part called and then pick up the 
correct colour object. The first player to pick up the object gets a point. 

To play alone - write down different colours on pieces of paper.  Shuffle them up 
and then turn over one piece. How fast can you touch the item of that colour?  
Turning over one piece of paper at a time, how many items can you get in 45 
seconds?  How long does it take for you to pick up 
all items?  

 

Friday 12th 
February     

Sit down, 
stand up 

How many times can you sit down and stand back up again in 1 
minute? You are not allowed to use your hands during this 
challenge. You get 1 point for each time you sit , stand and then 
sit! 

 

Weekly Challenge 
– work on your 

dance every day! 

Dance 
Challenge 

This week you are going to expand the Finger Spelling/Hand Dance.  Last week you tried to learn 
the signs for your name, using the sheet included.  This week I would like you to add in a clap and 
a finger snap. For example; Start: Clap, Snap, Sign Language, Clap, Snap, Sign Language. 
Repeat this sequence to include every letter of your name. Learn it and perform it to music of your 
choice.  Can you teach someone in your household to perform your Hand Dance? 

 

With parent / carer permission share your challenges / dances on Twitter @CSETSports1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RWSwo1FziM


 

 

 

 


